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AIRLINK’S RESPONSE
Airlink has activated its North America Regional Response Plan after 30 tornadoes swept through six US
states: Arkansas, Illinois, Kentucky, Missouri, Mississippi, and Tennessee on December 11th. Airlink is
now supporting the movement of passengers into the affected area to begin assessment and response
activities. All nonprofit organizations are strongly encouraged to liaise with Kentucky VOAD prior to
deployment of any staff, volunteers, or supplies to the state.

THE SITUATION
Late on Friday, December 10, 2021, a swarm of deadly tornadoes moved across Western Kentucky,
producing severe to catastrophic damage in numerous towns, including Mayfield, Benton, Dawson
Springs, and Bremen. Crossing through twelve counties during its lifespan, one tornado traveled a
record-breaking distance, moving approximately 250 miles across four states. It was the deadliest and
longest-tracked tornado in an outbreak that produced numerous strong tornadoes in several states. At
least 50 fatalities have been confirmed, although estimates suggest that the death toll could top 100. On
December 11, a federal emergency disaster declaration was approved for the state of Kentucky.

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS

Flights for Critical Staff and Volunteers
Airlink is providing free-of-charge flights to staff and volunteers supporting assessment and response
operations. Paducah, KY (PAH) is the closest airport to the affected area (Mayfield, KY), but daily
capacity is low due to the size of this airport. Alternative airports, in order of proximity, are Nashville, TN
(BNA), St. Louis, MO (STL), and Louisville, KY (SDF). All airports are fully operational.

All requests should be directed to the Mission Request Dashboard under “2021 Kentucky Tornadoes.”

RESPONDING PARTNER AGENCIES
If you don’t see your organization listed and are responding, please email ops@airlinkflight.org.

Active NGOs: Active Air Carriers and Logistics Entities:

● Adventist Community Services
● Americares
● Convoy of Hope
● Footprint Project
● IOCC
● Inspiritus
● ITDRC
● MAP International
● Mercy Chefs
● Operation BBQ Relief
● Project Camp
● SBP
● Team Rubicon USA
● World Central Kitchen

● American Logistics Aid Network
● JetBlue
● Southwest Airlines
● United Airlines

For questions related to Airlink’s response, please contact ops@airlinkflight.org.


